Welcome to the Q2 2019 Consultant Exchange Newsletter. In this issue, we recap our
recent flagship event – Powering Potential. In addition to providing our position on market
opportunities and industry challenges, we outline the ways in which BBH is helping our
mutual clients unlock potential in their operating models. We also include two recent BBH
thought leadership articles. The first explores how large asset owners are changing the
alternatives landscape, and the other breaks down the Central Securities Depositories
Regulation (CSDR), which could have vast implications for European securities settlement.
Finally, get a pulse on the global ETF marketplace by watching our ETF webinar featuring
Ryan Sullivan and Andrew Craswell.

The third annual BBH US Consultant
Exchange, “Powering Potential,” was
held in Boston in May. The event brought
together consultants and industry
influencers for an interactive discussion on
market opportunities, industry challenges,
and the ways BBH is helping its clients
unlock potential in their operating models.

BBH experts focus on key trends, changing
investor sentiment, and explore areas of
innovation in the dynamic ETF marketplace.
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For the world’s largest institutional asset
owners, even relatively small shifts in their
asset allocation models have an outsized
impact on the investment industry. Here,
we look at key alternative asset classes and
how large investors are deploying capital
to these areas.

Several CSDR provisions go into effect this
year and will have implications for managers
who invest in European securities. Yet
many are still struggling to understand the
implications of regulation. Here is a look
at what operations teams should know as
deadlines loom.
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